Global Clearance Solutions (GCS) is a leading company in the security industry and a provider of safe, reliable
and cost-efficient mechanical solutions for the disposal of landmines, IEDs and other remnants of war. In order
to expand our Team, we are looking for an experienced:

Project Manager Iraq
GCS is currently setting up an infrastructure in Iraq to implement EOD and IEDD operations. The company has
a long track record delivering products and services to the country as well as the region and will now expand
its activities to better serve the market and client requirements. In order to prepare for market entry and take
account of any potential risks and challenges we are looking for an experienced and competent professional.
The position has a limited duration (3-6 months) but offers the potential for a long-term employment.

Your responsibilities









Prepare and conduct a recce (1-2 weeks) to evaluate a large clearance task together with a GCS team
Conduct interviews with relevant stakeholders in country
Analyze and document the potential threat and clearance methodologies
Analyze and document project requirements, including administrative, logistical and operational
topics
Develop a project implementation plan including timeline and milestones
Develop a project proposal including a budget plan and a resource needs analysis
Ensure complete and timely reporting of activities to GCS HQ

Your Profile









Documented experience of minimum 5 years’ in project management of which a minimum of 2 years
managing or setting up EOD/IEDD projects
Iraq experience
Experienced to work in conflict or post conflict environments
Up-to-date references, i.e. recent contracts
Medically and physically fit for duty in austere environments
Perfect English (spoken and written); additional languages (Arabic or German) are a plus
Competent in standard IT applications (MS Office, etc.)

Our offer




Join a competent and motivated team of experts in their field
Compensation: competitive, according to qualification and further benefits such as travel
arrangements, comprehensive insurance package etc.
Workplace: Iraq/Europe

Looking for a new Challenge?

If you are interested in working for Global Clearance Solutions AG and meet the profile outlined above we
would like to hear from you. Please send your CV to jobs(at)gcs.ch
 Global Clearance Solutions AG, Schwerzistrasse 4, 8807 Freienbach, Switzerland
 +41 555 111 500  jobs@gcs.ch  www.gsc.ch

